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ABOUT MICHAEL
Through most of Michael’s childhood he was convinced his career would
be in medicine, specifically Orthopedic Surgery. It wasn’t until selecting
a college major, when he scrolled a bit too far past Chemistry and saw
Computer Science, that he decided that made more sense. Michael had
always been a “computer guy,” but hadn’t really thought about it as a career
until then. Originally focused on design more than development, Michael
founded a small design firm LLC with some college friends. After graduating
from College, Michael found CWT. From day one, his focus was different
than his developer peers - their dreams were Architecture, Michael’s was
Leadership. He traveled the path from Junior to Mid to Senior Developer, and
then he was exposed to Agile Scrum and his whole world changed. Michael
then became a ScrumMaster, and eventually, Development Manager, still
at CWT where he remains to this day. Now, Michael has the role of being
an Agile evangelist and sponsor for his organization. Michael also holds a
Bachelor of Science degree in Computer Science from The University of Texas
at San Antonio.
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WHAT OTHERS HAVE TO SAY
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“Michael, wow, what can I say? You are the youngest manager I have ever
had, but you certainly have been the most supportive and eloquent manager
I have ever had. I know you are out there fighting for our development team
every day. Sometimes I know that is a very hard road to travel, but I also
know that you are very persistent and not willing to give up the fight. I know
E2 Development will continue to grow and prosper under your dedicated
leadership. Thank you for all of your support and dedication.”

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

PERSONAL SLOGAN: “MODERATION IN ALL THINGS, INCLUDING MODERATION.”

